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Abstract
ABC transporters transport a wealth of molecules across membranes and consist of transmembrane and
cytosolic domains. Their activity cycle involves a tightly regulated and concerted domain choreography.
Regulation is driven by the cytosolic domains and function by the transmembrane domains. Folding of
these polytopic multidomain proteins to their functional state is a challenge for cells, which is mitigated
by co-translational and sequential events. We here reveal the first stages of co-translational domain folding and assembly of CFTR, the ABC transporter defective in the most abundant rare inherited disease
cystic fibrosis. We have combined biosynthetic radiolabeling with protease-susceptibility assays and
domain-specific antibodies. The most N-terminal domain, TMD1 (transmembrane domain 1), folds both
its hydrophobic and soluble helices during translation: the transmembrane helices pack tightly and the
cytosolic N- and C-termini assemble with the first cytosolic helical loop ICL1, leaving only ICL2 exposed.
This N-C-ICL1 assembly is strengthened by two independent events: (i) assembly of ICL1 with the Nterminal subdomain of the next domain, cytosolic NBD1 (nucleotide-binding domain 1); and (ii) in the presence of corrector drug VX-809, which rescues cell-surface expression of a range of disease-causing
CFTR mutants. Both lead to increased shielding of the CFTR N-terminus, and their additivity implies different modes of action. Early assembly of NBD1 and TMD1 is essential for CFTR folding and positions
both domains for the required assembly with TMD2. Altogether, we have gained insights into this first,
nucleating, VX-809-enhanced domain-assembly event during and immediately after CFTR translation,
involving structures conserved in type-I ABC exporters.
Ó 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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The F508del mutation is located in NBD1
(Figure 1A), causes NBD1 misfolding and impairs
expression at the plasma membrane.14–17
F508del-induced NBD1 misfolding induces
domain-assembly defects through disruption of the
interaction of ICL4 in TMD2 with the F508 region
in NBD1. As a result also the assembly of NBD2
with ICL2 in TMD1 is defective.18–20 Second-site
suppressor mutations in the F508del mutant protein
may either restore NBD1 folding or rescue NBD1TMD2 assembly, depending on their location within
CFTR. Importantly, combinations of suppressor
mutations that offset different defects in F508del
CFTR have been shown to push folding and function of the mutant more effectively towards wildtype levels.21,22
Mechanistic insight in the folding of individual
domains is limited. Even less is known of the
timing and mechanism of domain assembly. In
this study, we have analyzed early events in the
folding and assembly pathway of CFTR under
physiological conditions, using radiolabeling pulsechase experiments in combination with limited
proteolysis. We have focused on TMD1 and
NBD1, because these are the two most N-terminal
domains of CFTR, which are synthesized first and
fold co-translationally.1 Corrector compound VX809 is a useful tool, because it was reported to stabilize TMD123,24 and enhance domain assembly,
amongst others with NBD1.25

Introduction
Correct folding of proteins is essential for their
biological function. Proteins fold largely cotranslationally, from their N- to C-terminal ends.
This helps to minimize the risk of aberrant
intramolecular
interactions
as
well
as
inappropriate encounters with simultaneously
synthesized proteins on the polysome. The
majority of eukaryotic proteins consist of multiple
domains, yet most detailed folding studies were
done on proteins consisting of single domains. As
such, these studies provide limited insight into
folding pathways of multidomain proteins, let alone
membrane-spanning polytopic proteins. Folding
starts co-translationally and individual domains of
several multidomain membrane proteins have
been shown to even complete their folding on the
nascent chain.1,2 Principal questions include when
and where in the folding pathway domains assemble; this can occur anywhere from nascent chain
departure from the ribosomal exit tunnel to long
after translation termination.3
ABC transporters are amongst the most
conserved and oldest protein superfamilies with
members in all domains of life. They are
multidomain multispanning membrane proteins
that hydrolyze ATP to transport a variety of
substrates (from nutrients, metabolites, vitamins,
drugs, and lipids, to trace metals and small ions)
across membranes. Their defects often cause
disease.4 All ABC transporters have a similar
domain architecture with at least two transmembrane domains (TMDs) and two cytoplasmic
nucleotide-binding domains (NBDs).5,6 The ABC
transporter CFTR forms a chloride channel across
the apical plasma membrane of mainly respiratory
and intestinal epithelial cells.7,8 Mutations in CFTR
cause cystic fibrosis, the most common monogenic
inherited and lethal disease.9,10 CFTR is a 1480amino-acid polypeptide chain that constitutes an
assembly of five domains (Figure 1A): two TMDs,
each with six transmembrane helices that are connected through two intracellular helical loops (ICLs),
and two NBDs. The fifth domain is not detected in
the structure shown in Figure 1A; it is an intrinsically
disordered regulatory region R, which undergoes
phosphorylation cycles that regulate CFTR function. We showed before that the individual domains
fold largely co-translationally in the ER.1 Beautiful
work from the Skach lab has shown that cotranslational folding of NBD1 is optimized via tuning
of local rates of translation and subdomain compaction.11 The TMDs assemble via their TM and
ICL helices and interact with the cytosolic NBDs
through coupling helices at the ICL tips.12,13 Correct
assembly of the individual domains is essential for
CFTR channel function. This is underscored by
analysis of F508del-CFTR, the most prevalent cystic fibrosis-causing mutation.

Results
To examine early events during biosynthesis of
CFTR in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), we
radiolabeled live cells expressing CFTR. A short
incubation with 35S-cysteine/methionine labeled a
newly synthesized cohort of proteins (Figure 1B,
0-h chase). This was followed by a so-called
chase, an incubation without radiolabel, to follow
the labeled cohort over time. During the pulse and
the 2-h and 4-h chase, the newly synthesized
CFTR cohort folds and assembles its domains,
and then is transported from the ER to the Golgi
complex and cell surface. Upon arrival in the
Golgi, the 2 N-linked glycans placed on CFTR
during synthesis become modified, which is
detectable as a decrease in electrophoretic
mobility in SDS-PAGE (Figure 1B, wt, 2 h and 4 h
of chase). As expected17, ~80% of wild-type CFTR
had reached the Golgi complex in 4 h.
To assess the importance of NBD1, we also
analyzed the F508del-CFTR mutant (DF508),
which has a misfolded NBD1 domain.14,15,17,26
The fate of every CFTR variant is either degradation
(when misfolded) or transport out of the ER to Golgi
and cell surface. Of F508del CFTR ~95% is
degraded in 4 h27–28; of the remaining 5%, ~30%
of the mutant had reached the Golgi complex (Figure 1B). We also used two intragenic suppressor
2
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Figure 1. Intragenic suppressors enhance effect of VX-809 on CFTR biosynthesis. (A) CFTR structure image
was made using the cryo-EM structure of CFTR (PDB: 5UAK).12 TMD1 in orange; NBD1 in purple, TMD2 in green,
NBD2 in blue, R not shown. F508 in NBD1 in red. (B) HeLa cells expressing CFTR or the indicated CFTR mutants
were pulse labeled for 15 min and chased for 0, 2, or 4 h. CFTR was immunoprecipitated from 12.5% of the detergent
lysate using MrPink antiserum against NBD1 and resolved on 8% SDS-PA gel. The graph shows quantifications of the
Golgi-modified form (G) relative to total CFTR (ER + G) at each time point. (C) Similar as in (A) but chased for 2 h
only. When indicated, cells were pre-treated with VX-809 (3 lM) for 1 h and kept present throughout the entire
experiment, including lysis and proteolysis. CFTR was immunoprecipitated as in (B), and the remainder of the lysate
was subjected to limited proteolysis after which protease-resistant NBD1 fragments were immunoprecipitated by antiNBD1 (MrPink). Undigested CFTR was analyzed on 8% SDS-PA gel and the NBD1 protease-resistant fragments on
12% SDS-PA gel. Presence of the NBD1-specific fragment N1a indicates that NBD1 folded into a protease-resistant
structure, whereas absence of fragment N1a indicates that NBD1 did not fold properly. (D) Quantifications of the
Golgi-modified form (G) and folded NBD1 (N1a) relative to total CFTR (ER + G) from the same lane. Values of N1a
are expressed as percentage of full-length protein, normalized to wild type in DMSO. wt, n = 5; F508del (DF), n = 5;
F508del-I539T (DF-I539T), n = 4; F508del-G550E (DF-G550E), n = 3; error bars SEM. ER, ER form of CFTR; G,
complex-glycosylated Golgi form of CFTR, which has passed the Golgi complex and may reside in or beyond the
Golgi complex, including the plasma membrane; wt, wild-type CFTR; DF, F508del CFTR; c (control), transfection with
empty vector; N1a, protease-resistant NBD1-specific fragment;*, background band; §, below detection level.

mutations I539T or G550E,29–31 which improve folding of full-length F508del CFTR, slightly diminish

degradation,17 and slightly increase transport to
the Golgi (Figure 1B, increase in %G).
3
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Folding of wild-type NBD1 and misfolding of
F508del NBD1 is probed with a limited proteolytic
digestion.1,17 More folded proteins are more resistant to digestion. Proteinase-K digestion of wildtype CFTR, followed by immunoprecipitation of
NBD1 fragments, yields an ~25-kDa proteaseresistant NBD1 fragment. This fragment is protease
sensitive and absent in F508del CFTR digests (Figure 1C, D).17 Only suppressor mutation I539T, but
not G550E, completely restores folding of F508del
NBD1 (Figure 1C, D).17 Despite restored folding of
the F508del-I539T NBD1 domain, this was insufficient to effectively rescue the full-length protein
from the ER (Figure 1B-D).17

maximum at 100% in Figure 2A, lanes 7 and 15).
Addition of VX-809 at different stages of the pulse
and chase (Figure 2A) showed that later addition
led to a gradual decrease in rescue. With VX-809
present during pulse labeling only, transport from
the ER already was at ~80% of maximal rescue
(Figure 2A, lanes 9 and 16), showing that the
compound acted predominantly during and early
after translation. Pre-treatment before pulse
labeling was without effect on F508del-I539T
(Figure 2A, lane 11, and compare lanes 12 and
16), showing that VX-809 was washed out
effectively during the 15-min starve incubation,
and that the effect on CFTR was not due to
alterations of the cellular proteome.
The broad heterogeneity in both translation and
folding rates within the CFTR population did not
allow a more precise determination of the time
window of VX-809 activity on F508del-I539TCFTR. These heterogeneities lead to nascent
CFTR chains being finished far into the chase,
long after incorporation of radiolabel has
stopped.34 This explains the significant correction
seen when VX-809 was present only during the
chase. Similar results were found using VX-809
analog C18 (Figure 2B). We conclude that VX-809
and C18 improved domain assembly at an early
folding phase without restoration of NBD1 misfolding. The effect may be co- and/or posttranslational, possibly coincident with the cotranslational folding of NBD1, misfolding of
F508del, and restoration by I539T.17 Because VX809 does not act on cells before CFTR is synthesized, we confirmed that the corrector likely targets
CFTR itself rather than another cellular protein, as
suggested before.23,24,32

Intragenic suppressors enhance effect of
corrector drug VX-809 on CFTR biosynthesis
CFTR folds its domains mostly co-translationally1
and the F508del defect and rescue by I539T arise
as soon as NBD1 is being synthesized.17 We therefore reasoned that clinical corrector drug VX-809
(lumacaftor)32,33 may act early during CFTR biosynthesis and would serve as useful tool for our analysis of early domain folding and assembly. VX-809
did not increase protease resistance of NBD1, neither in any of the mutants nor in wild-type CFTR
(Figure 1C, D). Exit of F508del CFTR from the ER
was increased only slightly, as expected,32 but
especially the I539T suppressor in F508del
responded strongly to VX-809, with a rescue
to ~70% CFTR in the Golgi (Figure 1C, D). The synergy of VX-809 and I539T implied complementary
rescue mechanisms: as I539T rescues folding of
the NBD1 domain but not of full-length CFTR (Figure 1C, D, DMSO), we concluded that VX-809 must
have salvaged domain assembly. In contrast to
I539T, the primary folding defect in NBD1 is not rescued by G550E, nor by VX-809, and not by their
combination either (Figure 1C, D). The strong synergy of G550E and VX-809 on full-length F508del
CFTR with a misfolded NBD1 suggests that corrector drug and G550E must have improved domain
assembly through two distinct domain interfaces.
The folding of CFTR must involve at least three
important phases: NBD1 folding (improved by
I539T), and two domain-assembly interfaces, one
improved by VX-809 (for which TMD1 is candidate)
and one by G550E (for which NBD2 is candidate,
considering the location of G550E in NBD1).

VX-809 increases protease resistance of TMD1,
but not of NBD1 and TMD2
To identify the conformational basis for the
improved exit of CFTR from the ER, we examined
the effect of VX-809 on CFTR domains. We invitro translated CFTR and parts of CFTR: TMD1
(E395X), TMD2 (837-1202X), as well as CFTR
truncated after NBD1 (D674X) or after R (E838X)
(Figure 3A). For explanation of construct
nomenclature see Materials & Methods. In E383X,
residue 383 is replaced by a stop codon, leading
to a construct with C-terminal residue 382
(Figure 3A). The in-vitro synthesis was done in the
presence of 35S-labeled amino acids and ER
membranes derived from digitonin-permeabilized
cells, and in the presence or absence of corrector
drug (Figure 3B, C). Limited proteolysis to probe
CFTR conformation here yields all proteaseresistant fragments from the translated CFTR
construct,
without
the
bias
of
immunoprecipitation.1,17
The corrector drug did not have an effect on the
quantity of protein translated. Digestion of CFTR
with 25 lg/mL Proteinase K yields relatively

VX-809 acts early during CFTR biosynthesis
To establish the timing of VX-809-susceptible
domain assembly during CFTR folding, we used
cells expressing F508del-I539T CFTR and added
the drug at different times during the pulse-chase
protocol (Figure 2A). As shown above, I539T
alone provides minor escape from the ER
(Figure 2A, lane 1), and this increased to 70% of
wild-type levels with VX-809 present throughout
the entire pulse-chase experiment. We set this
4
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Figure 2. VX-809 acts early during CFTR biosynthesis. (A) HeLa cells expressing F508del-I539T-CFTR were
pulse labeled for 15 min, chased for 2 h, and lysed. VX-809 (3 lM) was present in the indicated phases (grey boxes).
When VX-809 was included in the lysis buffer, it was kept present during limited proteolysis as well. Lanes 1–9 and
10–16 are from two separate, representative experiments, in which the VX-809-induced rescue was related to the
maximal rescue in lanes 7 and 15, set at 100%. The graph shows quantifications of the Golgi-modified form (G)
relative to total CFTR (ER + G) in the same lane. ER, ER form; G, complex-glycosylated Golgi form, which has
passed the Golgi complex and may reside in or beyond Golgi, including the plasma membrane.

protease-resistant fragments for NBD1 (N1a),
TMD1 (T1a and T1aa), and TMD21 (Figure 3B,
C). Removing TMD2 and NBD2 from the translated
construct (E838X) led to loss of the TMD2 frag-

ments and an increase in detectable NBD1 and
TMD1 fragments (Figure 3B), perhaps because
more of the shorter protein was produced.
F508del in both proteins leads to loss of the N1a
5
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Figure 3. VX-809 acts on TMD1 but not NBD1 and TMD2 from in-vitro-translated CFTR. (A) Schematic
representation of the constructs used in this figure. For explanation of construct nomenclature see Materials &
Methods (B) CFTR or CFTR truncated downstream of the R-region (E838X), wild-type or F508del, were translated
and translocated in vitro in the presence of semi-intact cells as source of ER membranes for one hour at 30 °C with or
without 5 lM VX-809 and analyzed by 12% SDS-PAGE (top panel). The bottom panels show protease-resistant
fragments after digestion with two concentrations of Proteinase K analyzed by 12% SDS-PAGE. The lane-intensity
profiles (ImageQuant analysis) of protease-resistant fragments T1a and T1aa of the 100 lg/mL Proteinase-K digests
are shown below (C) Similar experiment as in (B), for shorter constructs as indicated. Top panel shows undigested
translation products and bottom panels show the Proteinase-K digests. wt, wild-type CFTR; DF, F508del CFTR; T1a
and T1aa indicate protease-resistant TMD1 fragments; N1a indicates protease-resistant NBD1 fragment.
6
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fragment1 (Figure 3B). Upon increasing protease
concentration to 100 lg/mL, a clear VX-809related change appeared in the proteolytic profiles
of CFTR and E838X, independent of F508del background: an increase in T1aa (Figure 3B). At this protease concentration, most NBD and R fragments
are degraded while TMD fragments remain.1
NBD1 and TMD2 fragments did not show a
response to VX-809 (Figure 3B).
To limit the number of proteolytic fragments, we
translated isolated TMD1 (E395X), TMD2 (8371202X), and a TMD1-NBD1 construct (D674X)
(Figures 3C and S1A). The proteolytic profiles (in
particular at 100 lg/mL Proteinase K)
demonstrated that isolated TMD1 (E395X in
Figure 3C) displayed the same VX-809-related
structural change as TMD1 in full-length and the
other truncated forms of CFTR, E838X in
Figure 3B, and D674X in Figure 3C: an increase
in the T1aa fragment whereas T1a was the same
with and without VX-809. Again, TMD2 was not
affected by VX-809.
In summary, we showed that NBD1 (N1a) and
TMD2 (Figure 3B, C) did not respond to VX-809,
and found a change only in TMD1 fragments
(Figure 3B, T1a and T1aa).

from cells expressing a range of N- and Cterminally truncated TMD1 constructs.
Truncating 65 but not 35 amino acids (Figures 4B,
C) from the N-terminus led to a shift down of T1a,
implying that the N-terminus of T1a was between
35 and 65. Zooming in on this region (Figure 5A)
then showed that removing 50 residues was too
much (it led to a T1a-like fragment that ran as too
small) whereas removing 49 residues precisely
generated T1a (Figure 5B). Similarly, C-terminal
truncations showed that replacing E257 for a stop
codon generated T1a (Figure 5C) whereas all
shorter constructs led to a downward shift of T1a
(Figures 4B, 5C). T1a thus represents TMD1
fragment 50–256, with Leu 49 and Ser 256 as the
most prominent cleavage sites (Figure 6A).
As for T1a, we established that the most likely Nterminus of T1aa is residue 36 (Figure 6A, B).
Removing 37 N-terminal residues but not 35
caused a downward mobility shift of T1aa
(Figure 6B): the red line marks the position of wildtype T1aa; it helps visualize differences in peak
positions. Further truncations led to a larger shift,
with T1aa from DN44 and DN45 already collapsed
onto T1a. T1aa most likely resulted from
Proteinase-K cleavage after Ser 35 and not Asp
36 because the protease does not cleave after
Asp.40 Deviating from the series of increasing
downward mobility shifts was DN42: DN37 shows
the first shifted fragment, DN40 yields an again
smaller fragment, and DN44 and larger truncations
do not yield a detectable T1aa anymore as its mobility has merged with T1a. The odd behavior of DN42
may be due to the loss of proline 41, as prolines are
known to influence mobility: its loss may have changed local conformation and SDS binding. Any alternative cleavage site does not allow a plausible
scenario that is consistent with all data. Ser 42 for
instance is a possible Proteinase-K cleavage site
but this would leave the shift down of T1aa from
constructs DN37 and DN40 unexplained and would
imply that the full shift from T1aa to T1a would be
realized between DN42 and DN44. Further truncations (Figure 6B) do not yield any T1aa either.
Wild-type T1a is marked with a blue line.
To establish the C-terminus of T1aa we used a
different strategy, as T1aa was lost already when
TMD1 was truncated C-terminally from E395X
down to A357X (Figure 4B). The C-terminal
boundary of T1aa cannot be between 357 and
395, because this would imply that T1aa would be
at least 357–256 = 101 residues larger than T1a
(when extended at the C-terminus alone).
Because the N-terminal extension of 14 residues
is sufficient to explain the difference between T1a
and T1aa, we examined whether these fragments
shared their C-termini and whether the loss of
T1aa from A357X would require an alternative
explanation.
Electrophoretic
mobility
often
changes when a charged residue is added or
removed. We therefore used a limited lysine scan

Conformational rescue of F508del arises from
protection of the N-terminus of TMD1
Through unbiased in-vitro experiments we now
had established that TMD1 was the primary target
of VX-809 (Figure 3), consistent with previous
reports.23,24,35 To confirm the biochemical effect of
VX-809 on TMD1 in intact cells, we pulse labeled
cells expressing TMD1 (E395X; Figure 4A) for
20 min in the absence or presence of VX-809 and/
or Corrector 4a (C4)36 (Figure 4B). C4 was added
as negative control for the effect of VX-809 on
TMD1, because it stabilizes TMD235,37 and hence
acts additively with VX-809 on F508del-CFTR.38
Protease-resistant fragments were immunoprecipitated using an antibody against ECL139 (Figure 4A).
Neither VX-809 nor C4 changed the levels of radiolabeled TMD1/E395X (Figure 4B, top panel, lanes
10–12). As seen in vitro (Figure 3B, C), T1aa
increased upon VX-809 but not upon C4 treatment
of cells (Figure 4B, bottom gel panel and bar graph
of the ratio T1aa/T1a), identical to the VX-809effected change in in-vitro translated TMD1/
E395X (Figure 3C).
TMD1 consistently yields an ~19-kDa fragment
we called T1a (Figure 4B,26). The stabilizing effect
of VX-809 on TMD1 always led to appearance or
increase of T1aa, slightly larger than T1a
(Figures 3B, C, 4B bar graph), and sometimes to
an increase in T1a as well, together showing
increased protease resistance of TMD1. To identify
T1a and T1aa, mass spectrometry is no option
because it lacks the requisite sensitivity to detect
the trace amounts of radiolabeled fragments in the
samples. We therefore analyzed T1a and T1aa
7
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Figure 4. Protease resistance of TMD1 characterized (A) Schematic and structure rainbow representation of
TMD1 indicating the location of the ECL1-antibody epitope (purple) and the boundaries of N- and C-terminally
truncated constructs used here. We used a CFTR model42; as it is more likely to represent the structure of the TMD1
N-terminus during translation. (B) CFTR truncations, with boundaries indicated in (A), were expressed in HEK293T
cells and radiolabeled for 20 min. Where indicated, 10 lM corrector VX-809 and/or 10 lM Corrector 4a (C4) was
present before and during the labeling. The top panel shows translated proteins immunoprecipitated using the E1-22
antibody against ECL1 in TMD1 and analyzed by 12% SDS-PAGE. The bottom panels show TMD1 fragments
immunoprecipitated by the ECL1 antibody after digestion with 25 or 100 lg/mL Proteinase K, analyzed by 12% SDSPAGE. The graph shows the T1aa/T1a ratios of the 100 lg/mL Proteinase-K digests. Constructs either have or lack
the N-terminal 35 residues. To avoid confusion, we annotated in the Figure the N-terminal and C-terminal mutations
separately: DN35-D249X then is 36–248, DN35-R307X is 36–306, DN35-A357X is 36–356, and DN35-E395X is 36–
394, In the Results text we used the names of either the N- or the C-terminal truncations, again to avoid confusion as
to which end of the construct or fragment is being described. (C) CFTR truncations were in-vitro translated and
translocated in the presence of semi-intact cells as source of ER membranes for one hour at 30 °C and analyzed by
12% SDS-PAGE. The two right panels show protease-resistant fragments after proteolysis with Proteinase K
analyzed by 12% SDS-PAGE. Nomenclature as in panel (B): DN35-A357X then is 36–356, DN35-E395X is 36–394,
and DN65-E395X is 66–394. c (control), transfection with empty vector; T1a and T1aa indicate protease-resistant
TMD1 fragments. For explanation of construct nomenclature see Materials & Methods.

8
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Figure 5. Protease-resistant TMD1 fragment T1a identified. (A) Schematic rainbow representation of TMD1
indicating the location of the ECL1 antibody epitope (purple) and the boundaries of N- and C-terminally truncated
constructs used here. We used a CFTR model42; as it is more likely to represent the structure of the TMD1 N-terminus
during translation. (B) CFTR truncations, with bounding residues indicated in (A), were expressed in HEK293T cells
and radiolabeled for 20 min, with or without corrector VX-809 (10 lM) present before and during the labeling. The top
panel shows undigested protein immunoprecipitated with MrPink. The bottom panels show TMD1 fragments
immunoprecipitated with the E1-22 antibody against ECL1 after digestion with 100 lg/mL Proteinase K. (C) As in (B),
without VX-809. The top panel shows undigested protein immunoprecipitated with MrPink. The bottom panel shows
TMD1 fragments immunoprecipitated with the ECL1 antibody after digestion with 100 lg/mL Proteinase K. (C)-(D)
show that T1a represents TMD1 fragment 50–256. ER, ER form; T1a and T1aa indicate protease-resistant TMD1
fragments; wt, wild-type CFTR; c (control), transfection with empty vector.

around the predicted C-terminus of T1a, mutating 1
residue at a time into a lysine. Again a blue line was
used to mark wild-type T1a and a red line for wildtype T1aa. I255K and S256K both yielded a shift
in T1a as well as in T1aa compared to wild-type
fragments (Figure 6C, D). The I255K-derived
fragments ran slightly lower, the S256K-derived

fragments slightly higher than wild type, whereas
mutating residues 257 and higher did not lead to a
shift (Figure 6C, D). This confirmed that T1a and
T1aa had the same C-terminus, and that 256 but
not 257 and 258 were part of both fragments
(Figure 6C, D). T1a hence constitutes residues
50–256, and T1aa most likely 36–256. As the
9
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Figure 6. Conformational rescue of F508del arises from protection of the N-terminus of TMD1. (A) Identity of
the T1a and T1aa fragments depicted in cartoon and structure representation as in Figure 4A. (B) HEK293T cells
expressing indicated constructs were pulse labeled for 20 min. Where indicated, corrector VX-809 (10 lM) was
present before and during the labeling. The top panels show undigested protein immunoprecipitated with MrPink. The
bottom panels show TMD1 fragments immunoprecipitated with E1-22 after digestion with 100 lg/mL Proteinase K.
The lane profiles are of the 100 lg/mL Proteinase-K digests. T1aa/T1a quantifications are shown in Figure S2. (C)
Similar experiment as in (B), for shorter constructs as indicated. Top panel shows undigested translation products and
bottom panels show the Proteinase-K digests. (B)-(C) show that T1aa represents TMD1 fragment 36–256 (see panel
(A)). (D) Lane profiles of the 100 lg/mL Proteinase K digestion gel of panel (C). T1aa/T1a quantifications are shown in
Figure S2. ER, ER form; T1a and T1aa indicate protease-resistant TMD1 fragments; wt, wild-type CFTR; c, (control),
transfection with empty vector. Blue and red lines show electrophoretic mobilities of wild-type T1a and T1aa,
respectively. Data are representative of 3 independent observations.

signature of the VX-809 effect on CFTR was an
increase in T1aa, we concluded that VX-809
improved CFTR conformation by effecting an
increased protection/shielding of Leu 49 at the Nterminal edge of Lasso helix (Lh) 2 in the Nterminus of TMD1. The T1aa/T1a ratio was
increased in every VX-809-responsive construct
(bar graphs in Figures 3, 4, 6, and S2).

The N- and C-termini of TMD1 are essential for
cytoplasmic-loop packing in CFTR folding
With the identification of T1a and T1aa the
question remained why the fragments from 357X
did not include T1aa. The A357X construct lacks
the entire C-terminal TMD1-NBD1 linker region
(Figure 7A). Refining the truncation series showed
10
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that C-terminal residues 376–385 in TMD1 were
essential for generation of T1aa (Figure 7B), for
protection of Leucine 49 in the N-terminus. As
neither T1a (50–256) nor T1aa (36–256)
contained these residues, the C-terminus of TMD1
must have exerted its influence at a distance. The
CFTR structures12,13,41 and models42,43 indeed
show that residues 376–385 tightly pack with Nterminal helices (Figure 7C, blue and red), and that
the N- and C-termini of TMD1 tightly associate with
the first intracellular loop (ICL1) (Figure 7C, green).
We therefore set out to determine whether ICL1
was needed for this N-C packing and for the
improvement by VX-809 (Figure 7C), and designed
mutations aimed to disrupt the interface. We added,
reverted, or removed charges in K166 to V171 in
ICL1, which is close to residues 376–385 in the
TMD1 C-terminus (Figure 7C). Mutations K166Q
and R170G were found in CF-patients (http://
www.genet.sickkids.on.ca) but were not confirmed
to be CF-causing (https://cftr2.org).44
We expressed these mutants in HEK293T cells,
pulse labeled for 20 min, chased for zero or two
hours, both in the absence or presence of VX-809,
and subjected the detergent lysates to limited
proteolysis. All mutants showed a defect in
transport to the Golgi complex: mutants K166Q,
K166E, L167D, and S169D, R170E were most
defective, whereas S168D, R170G, and V171D
showed a milder defect (Figures 7D, 8A). This
interface thus must be important for exit from the
ER. Fragment T1a appeared in all mutants,
indicating that early folding of TMD1 was not affected.

All constructs tested in Figures 7B and D
responded to VX-809 with an increase in ratio
T1aa/T1a (Figures 7D and S2). To compare VX809 responses, the fold increase in transport to
the Golgi was calculated from the sum of ER and
Golgi forms because the fraction transported to
the Golgi often was too low in control conditions to
generate reliable ratios. As the post-ER fate of
CFTR mutants is either transport to the Golgi
complex or degradation, the sum of ER and Golgi
forms are not only a proxy for transport, but also
for stability. Each mutant responded to VX-809,
often similar to wild-type CFTR, with an ~2-fold
increase in total protein (Figures 7D, 8A). Striking
was the hyper-response of the S168D, R170G,
and R170E mutants (~3-fold), and especially the
K166 mutants (~5–6-fold more CFTR). This hyperresponse also led to a strong increase In T1aa
from the K166 mutants. Whereas this fragment is
usually visible after pulse labeling, it barely
appeared in these mutants, which shows that Leu
49 was less protected in these mutants. The
hyper-response suggested that the K166 mutants
represented the folding defect that was restored
best by VX-809.
We have shown that ICL1, and especially K166, is
crucial for the tight packing of TMD1, and that VX809 causes strongest rescue of mutants defective
in this packing.
For comparison we added CF-disease-causing
mutants to the analysis (The Clinical and
Functional TRanslation of CFTR (CFTR2);
available at https://cftr2.org),44 and some that ini-

3
Figure 7. Evolutionarily conserved packing of TMD1 is important for CFTR folding and transport to the cell
surface. (A) Schematic and structural rainbow representation of the N-terminus and TMD1 indicating the location of
the ECL1 (also E1-22) antibody epitope (purple) and the boundaries of C-terminally truncated constructs used here.
(B) HEK293T cells expressing indicated constructs were pulse labeled for 20 min. Where indicated, corrector VX-809
(10 lM) was present before and during the labeling. The top panel shows undigested protein immunoprecipitated with
anti-TMD1 antibody ECL1. The bottom panel shows TMD1 fragments immunoprecipitated with ECL1 after digestion
with 100 lg/mL Proteinase K. T1a and T1aa indicate protease-resistant TMD1-specific fragments. Lane profiles show
the relative intensities of the two fragments. T1aa/T1a quantifications are shown in Figure S2. All constructs lack the
N-terminal 35 residues. To avoid confusion, we annotated in the Figure the N-terminal and C-terminal mutations
separately: DN35-A357X then is 36–356, DN35-G366X is 36–365, DN35-Q376X is 36–375, DN35-N386X is 36–385,
and DN35-E395X is 36–394, In the Results text we used the names of either the N- or the C-terminal truncations,
again to avoid confusion as to which end of the construct or fragment is being described. (C) Top, structure of ICL1
(green), the N- (blue) and C-termini (red) in surface representation of TMD1 in different type-I ABC exporter classes.
Human CFTR, PDB: 5UAK12; P-glycoprotein; mouse (M.musculus), PDB: 4Q9H83; Sav1866; S. aureus, PDB:
2HYD59; TM278/288; T. maritima, PDB: 3QF4.84 Bottom; structures representing the packing of residue stretch 376–
385 in TMD10 s C-terminus (red) with the ICL1 (green) and the N-terminus (blue), on the left in ribbon representation,
on the right partly as surface representation. The residues in ICL1, from K166 to V171, were mutated and analyzed by
pulse chase and limited proteolysis in (D). (D) HEK293T cells expressing CFTR without or with mutations in ICL1
were pulse labeled for 15 min and chased for 2 h. When indicated, 3 lM corrector VX-809 was present before and
during the pulse and chase. The top two panels show undigested samples immunoprecipitated using antibody 2.3–5
against NBD2; the bottom panel shows protease-resistant fragments immunoprecipitated with the E1-22 against
ECL1 antibody after digestion with 100 lg/mL Proteinase K. The bar graph shows the T1aa/T1a ratio of the 100 lg/
mL Proteinase-K digests. ER, ER form; G, complex-glycosylated Golgi form, which has passed the Golgi complex
and may reside in or beyond Golgi, including the plasma membrane; T1a and T1aa indicate protease-resistant TMD1
fragments; wt, wild-type CFTR; *, background band; c (control), transfection with empty vector.
12
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Figure 8. Comparison identifies CFTR mutants hyper- and hypo-responding to VX-809. (A) Fold change in
(mutant) CFTR expression (ER + G) by VX-809 (y-axis) plotted against the fraction that had left the ER during 2 h of
chase (G/(ER + G) in the DMSO control samples (x-axis). Quantifications were obtained from experiments as in
Figure 7D; n  3 for each mutation. The horizontal and vertical grey zones show the standard error for wild type: ’wtlike response’. The cut off for the ‘wt-like VX-809 response’ is 1.5x SEM of wt-CFTR samples (n = 8). Using the ‘wtlike’ cut off we separated high-VX-809 responders from low-VX-809 responders. (B) Structural representation (CryoEM, PDB: 5UAK) in rainbow of TMD1, highlighting TMD1 residues analyzed in (A), all found mutated in CF patients
except E92. (C) HEK293T cells expressing CFTR or two CF-causing CFTR mutants were pulse labeled for 15 min
and chased for 2 h. When indicated, 3 mM corrector VX-809 was present before and during the pulse and chase. The
top panel shows undigested samples immunoprecipitated using NBD2-specific antibody 2.3–5. The lower panels
show TMD1- and NBD1-specific protease-resistant fragments immunoprecipitated with the ECL1 antibody and
MrPink respectively, after digestion with 25 mg/mL Proteinase K. T1aa/T1a quantifications are shown in Figure S2. (B)
and (C) show that T1aa represents TMD1 fragment 36–256. ER, ER form; G, complex-glycosylated Golgi form, which
has passed the Golgi complex and may reside in or beyond Golgi, including the plasma membrane; T1a and T1aa
indicate protease-resistant TMD1 fragments; wt, wild-type CFTR; *, background band.

tially but erroneously were suspected to be disease
causing (http://www.genet.sickkids.on.ca, underlined), in TMD1 (P67L, R74W, G85E, E92K,
L177T, P205S), NBD1 (A455E, E474K, F508del,
S549N), or NBD2 (S1235R, S1251N). Especially

P67L, R74W, G85E, E92K, L177T, and P205S
are likely important for the helical packing of
TMD1 (Figure 8B, magenta spheres). Limited
digestion with Proteinase K showed that all tested
mutants yielded the typical T1a fragment, indicative
13
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of native-like TMD1 folding, except G85E, whose
T1a fragment had shifted mobility. G85E also was
the exception in not yielding a T1aa fragment upon
VX-809 treatment (Figure 8C), whereas all other
mutants tested showed increased T1aa quantity
(Figures 8C and S2). G85E does not respond to
VX-809 most likely because of its defective insertion
into the ER membrane.45,46 We concluded that all
tested mutants except G85E responded to VX-809
by increased protection of the N-terminus.
The improved packing of TMD1 by VX-809 did not
always lead to enhanced transport to the Golgi
(Figures 7D, 8A), implying that the improved
folding was not the bottleneck for export of these
mutants. Many mutants were in the wild-type
range of response (Figure 8A, grey zones in xand y-axes), even the more severe folding
mutants such as F508del-CFTR. Two mutant
groups deviated: the low/non-responders and the
hyper-responders. Strong responders –the K166
mutations, P67L, and E92K– all located in the
area where TMD1 N- and C-termini pack with
ICL1 (Figure 8B). E92K in TM1 was shown before
to respond well to VX-809,24 perhaps because it
affects the TMD1 packing VX-809 rescues.
When transport to the Golgi cannot be rescued by
VX-809 (Figure 8A) three scenarios may be at play:
(i) the mutation may prevent drug binding; (ii) VX809 may bind but may not improve TMD1 packing
due to the defect; or (iii) VX-809 works but the
CFTR defect requires different or additional help
(such as perhaps P205S and A455E). ICL1
mutant L167D did not respond much in terms of
exit from the ER, although T1aa did increase upon
VX-809 treatment (Figure 7D). Patient mutant
E474K is located on the NBD1 surface and may
disrupt interaction with ICL1, amongst others with
R170,12,13,41 which may explain its responsiveness.
We concluded that packing of the N- and Ctermini onto ICL1 is important for early TMD1
folding in CFTR, which is likely conserved in other
ABC exporters, such as mouse (M. musculus) Pglycoprotein, S. aureus Sav1866, and T. maritima
TM278/288, shown in Figure 7C. Corrector VX809 improves TMD1 packing, acts on TMD1 alone
and thus must bind to TMD1 as well.

the bar graph of T1aa/T1a ratio), an effect we
confirmed in in-vitro translation experiments
(Figures 3C, S1A, B, bar graph in S1B). The
additive effect suggested a distinct mechanism
with similar outcome: increased protection of the
N-terminus of TMD1. VX-809 analogue C18
displayed the same effects (Figure S1C, again
especially visible in the bar graph).
N-terminal subdomain of NBD1, residues 389–
494, are sufficient for TMD1 folding
The effect of NBD1 on the N-terminus of TMD1
was suggestive of early assembly of TMD1 with
NBD1. If so, perhaps only a part of NBD1 would
be sufficient to exert this effect. We therefore set
out to identify the minimal part of NBD1 that would
affect TMD1 folding. We examined two additional
constructs truncated within NBD1 (resembling
nascent chains released from the ribosome): one
just before the a-helical subdomain (S495X),
which contains only the N-terminal (a–b)
subdomain (TMD1 plus 100 residues from NBD1)
and one immediately after the a-helical subdomain
(A566X) (Figure 9A), the region in NBD1 that not
only contains the F508 residue, but also
suppressor mutation I539T, which rescues
F508del-NBD1 folding. Lane intensity profiles of
100 mg/ml Proteinase-K digests (Figure 9C) and
the T1aa/T1a bar graph (Figure S2) clearly
showed that already the shortest C-terminal NBD1
truncation (S495X) displayed the NBD1dependent folding effect on TMD1. The F508
deletion (Figures 9C and S2), which is located in
the a-helical subdomain of NBD1, slightly
enhanced this effect, which confirmed that only
the N-terminal subdomain of NBD1 was sufficient
to increase protease protection of the N-terminus
of TMD1, to improve co-translational folding of
TMD1.

Discussion
The folding of polytopic multispanning membrane
proteins such as ABC transporters is a major
challenge. We here present the physiological
solution to this conundrum: the start of folding is
co-translational and modular. Most of the
individual-domain
folding
occurs
cotranslationally,1,47 which is facilitated by the relatively slow translation of CFTR.48 Packing of the
most N-terminal domain, TMD1, occurs independent of other domains. It is enhanced by early
assembly of the downstream polypeptide stretch,
the N-terminal subdomain of the cytosolic NBD1
domain. That corrector drug VX-809 improves
TMD1 packing as well, through a different mechanism and additive with NBD1, supports the conclusion that this first domain-assembly event forms
an essential early phase in the folding of such a
complex protein.

Effects of NBD1 and corrector drug on TMD1
are additive
Immediately after synthesis of TMD1, NBD1 is
translated and may natively interact with ICL1. To
examine whether NBD1 contributes to the
folding/packing of TMD1, we compared proteolytic
stability of TMD1 alone (1–394) with that of
TMD1-NBD1 (1–673) expressed in HEK293T cells
and analyzed as above. Upon addition of NBD1 to
the construct, the T1aa fragment increased, an
effect similar to that of VX-809 (Figure 9B).
Combining NBD1 and VX-809 increased T1aa
further (Figure 9B), indicating an additive effect of
NBD1 and VX-809 on TMD1, especially visible in
14
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Figure 9. N-terminal subdomain of NBD1 and corrector improve on TMD1 folding additively. (A) A schematic
representation of C-terminal truncations; TMD1 in rainbow and the three NBD1 subdomains from dark to light grey.
(B) HEK293T cells expressing indicated truncations were pulse labeled for 20 min in the presence or absence of
10 lM VX-809. The undigested samples in the left panel were immunoprecipitated by ECL1. The right panels show
TMD1-specific protease-resistant fragments immunoprecipitated by the ECL1 antibody after digestion with 25 or
100 lg/mL Proteinase K. The lane profiles of the 100 lg/mL Proteinase-K digests are shown. The graph shows the
T1aa/T1a ratio of the 100 lg/mL Proteinase-K digests. See also Figure S1B for in-vitro confirmation (C) HEK293T
cells expressing indicated truncations were pulse labeled for 20 min in the presence of 10 lM VX-809 control. When
indicated, the radiolabeled lysates were subjected to 25, or 100 lg/ml Proteinase K, after which TMD1-resistant
fragments were immunoprecipitated using the ECL1 antibody. All samples were analyzed by 12% SDS- PAGE. Lane
profiles of the 100 lg/mL Proteinase-K digests are shown. T1aa/T1a quantifications of these are in Figure S2. DF,
F508del CFTR; T1a and T1aa indicate protease-resistant TMD1 fragments; *, background bands.

Early folding of individual domains in multidomain
proteins such as CFTR starts co-translationally.1,47
We have provided experimental evidence that
TMD1 and NBD1 interact already on released nascent chains, which implies interaction during synthesis. The limited-proteolysis read out for early
TMD1 folding (T1a) was found in the isolated

domain as well as the full-length protein, in both
in-vitro translations and in intact cell experiments.
The T1a protease-resistant fragment contains
TM1-TM4 packed with the N-terminal Lasso helix
2 (cleaved at residue L49, starting at residue 50),
and a small part of ICL2 (to residue 256). Tight
packing of N- and C-termini of TMD1 led to
15
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Figure 10. Proposed model for co-translational packing of the N- and C-termini and ICL1 of TMD1, with
NBD1. Schematic model of the proposed TMD1 folding mechanism. TMD1 folds largely co-translationally. Structural
images 1–4 were made using models of CFTR from Callebaut and colleagues with the CFTR N-terminus in the
cytoplasm.43 Synthesis of the C-terminus of TMD1 (red) induces its packing with ICL1 (green) and the N-terminal
lasso helix 2 (Lh2; blue) (from 1 to 2). This packing is improved by expression of the N-terminal subdomain of NBD1
(dark grey) and by VX-809 (3). The packed TMD1 interface provides a template for further CFTR folding and domain
assembly, hence explaining the VX-809 mode of action on TMD1, facilitating downstream folding events (4). The Nterminal lasso structure containing lasso helix 1 (Lh1) may form after TMD2 synthesis (4–5). Image 5 was made using
the cryo-EM structure of CFTR (PDB: 5UAK)12; in which the N-terminus is partly embedded in the bilayer and
interacts with TMD2. Image 5 is represented in Figure 1A with different color coding for the individual domains.

increased protection of Leu 49 in Lh2, which was
enhanced by corrector drug VX-809 and by addition
of NBD1, in additive fashion with different mechanisms (Figure 10, 2–4). This TMD1-NBD1-linkerdependent Leu 49 protection led to extension of
the protease-resistant TMD1 fragment with 14
amino acids upstream of Lh2 (T1aa); this revealed
increased protease resistance of the TMD1 Nterminus (Figure 10, 3–4). Enhanced packing of
TMD1 required only the N-terminal part of NBD1,
and not the F508-containing a-helical subdomain;
it therefore was independent of proper NBD1 folding
(Figure 10, 3–4). This first domain-assembly step of
TMD1 with NBD1 positions NBD1 for interaction
with ICL4 in TMD2, likely stimulating TMD1-TMD2
assembly (Figure 10, 5). Of note is that most CFcausing mutations are located in the N-terminal half
of CFTR, TMD1 and NBD1.44 As this structure is
highly conserved in type I ABC-exporters, the CFTR
folding pathway may be general for this class.

tance from the trimeric TM1-3 core. This would
explain the Proteinase-K accessibility of serine
256 in ICL2 and suggests that early TMD1 packing
may well resemble a native-like structure. This is
confirmed by the co-translational formation of T1a.1
Increased co-translational packing of TMD1,
promoted by the corrector drug VX-809 and the Nterminal part of NBD1, increased protease
resistance of Lasso helix 2. The VX-809 effect
was dependent on the C-terminus of TMD1, the
linker between TMD1 and NBD1, which indicates
increased tightness of packing of N- and C-termini
with ICL1. The protection induced by the Nterminus of NBD1 may be the result of an
interaction between ICL1 and NBD1, which would
stabilize TMD1 folding, as suggested by various
CFTR structures12,13,41 and models.42,43 Alternatively, the long TMD1 N-terminus may be stabilized
by interaction with the N-terminus of NBD1.43
Recently published cryo-EM structures show the
CFTR N-terminus along the membrane, embracing
TMD1 and TMD212,13 (Figure 10, 5). Before synthesis of TMD2 and assembly of TMD1 and TMD2, a
location of the CFTR N-terminus in the cytosol
associating with NBD1 is not unlikely. This was
shown in various structural models.42,43 The Nterminal lasso motif of CFTR may well adopt multiple conformations during folding, or even during its
functional cycle, moving in and out of cytosol and
membrane, interacting with different parts of CFTR,
including regulatory region R.50
In-vivo studies in E. coli demonstrated for several
membrane proteins that specific ‘packing’
interactions between multiple N-terminal TM
segments and a C-terminal TM segment already
occurred during translation, as soon as the C-

TMD1 folding: TMD1 packing
Other studies have focused on TMD1 packing
and assembly with other domains, which were
performed using cross-linking techniques in
steady state.23,25 Here we show the kinetics of this
TMD1 folding process using radiolabeling of newly
synthesized CFTR, with different folding events represented by changed protease-resistance of the Nterminal half of TMD1. The protease-resistant
TMD1 fragment suggests that a typical trimeric helical bundle is formed between TM1-3, a basic and
evolutionarily conserved folding unit found in multispanning membrane proteins.49 In the closedchannel cryo-EM structure,13 TM4 has more dis16
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terminal helix was synthesized; these are key to a
stable tertiary structure during translation.51 TMD1
folding appears to be a similar co-translational
event in which the N-terminal part awaits residues
376–385 located in the C-terminal TMD1-NBD1 linker to gain stability, with the difference that for
TMD1 much of the packing occurs in the cytosol
rather than within the bilayer. To allow this interaction, TM6 must wedge between the TM1-3 trimeric
TM bundle and TM4, which explains the protease
sensitivity of ICL2 close to the membrane and
increasing protease resistance of the TMD1 Nterminus. Cryo-EM structures suggest that TMD2
packing is conserved12,52,53 and TMD2 therefore
may fold and pack in a similar fashion as TMD1.
The lateral packing of TM helices in TMD1 is
structurally conserved in all ABC type-I exporters
and often may be guided by electrostatic
interactions. K166 is only one example of a highly
conserved, charged residue in ABC-transporters.
Charge reversal of the K166 residue into glutamic
acid in the coupling helix of ICL1 is causing a
severe CFTR folding defect, which is rescued very
well by VX-809. In all CFTR structures, both cryoEM and 3D models, this K166 residue is
sandwiched between the N-terminal Lh2 and the
C-terminal TMD1-NBD1 linker region (residues
376–385). Two hydrophobic residues, F374 and
L375 were reported to be crucial for stability of
isolated TMD1 in cells.24 We found that the mere
presence of those residues was not sufficient for
TMD1 folding, nor for the VX-809-induced TMD1
packing (Figure 6, see Q376X).
Joining of N- and C-terminal stretches is a
common occurrence in folded domains and
proteins,3,51,54 and must be important for stability
of TMD1 (and likely TMD2) during the cotranslational folding of CFTR. To propagate ion conductance, TM segments need charged residues
embedded in the bilayer at the expense of their
hydrophobicity and hence their individual stability
in the membrane. TM6 is crucial for CFTR’s ion conductance,55 but on its own is unstable in the ER
membrane.56 Similarly, TM1 contributes to ion conductance,57 is unstable in the bilayer58 and needs
neighboring TM2 to co-translationally integrate in
the bilayer during synthesis.45 The ‘joining’ of Nand C-terminal elements, as we found for TMD1,
facilitates to keep unstable TM segments in register
during synthesis, en route to the native structure.
For ABC transporters such as CFTR, TMD1 needs
to maintain a ‘folding-competent’ state until TMD2 is
synthesized and integrated into the membrane,
since some ‘swapping’ of TM segments and their
intracellular loops between both TMDs is needed
for its native structure and for function.

(ICLs) from the TMDs anchor the NBDs to relay
ATP hydrolysis allosterically to pore opening and
closing.59,60 We here showed the importance of
the ICL1-NBD1 interaction during folding. Only the
N-terminal a–b subdomain of NBD1, which needs
ATP for folding during translation,61 was required
to improve TMD1 packing and folding (Figure 10,
3–4). As a consequence, co-translational, ‘vertical’
packing of the N-terminal part of NBD1 to the cytoplasmic parts of TMD1 assures TM6 stability,56
forms a template for the consecutive cotranslational folding of NBD1,11,17 and promotes
folding of the following CFTR domains.
The conclusion that the folding events we have
uncovered occur during translation has the
following basis: both TMD1 folding and NBD1
folding (and misfolding and rescue) occur on the
nascent chain,1 and the biochemical effects of VX809 and the N-terminus of NBD1 occur early and
on the shortest constructs that mimick released
nascent chains. Upon synthesis of the minimal
495 residues that show both effects (S495X, Figure 9A), CFTR translation has another ~1,000 residues to go in intact cells, which at the slow rate of
2.7 aa/s48 will take on average 6 min. It is extremely
unlikely that the TMD1-NBD1 interfaces will hold off
interaction until chain termination.
Several structural12,41,42 and biochemical studies
on CFTR confirmed that ICL1 from TMD1 connects
to NBD1,23,25,62,63 and ICL2 from TMD1 ‘crosses’ to
connect with NBD2,62,64 which explains its protease
sensitivity. NMR studies showed that the ICL1NBD1 interaction is dynamic and phosphorylation
dependent,65 implying a role for ICL1-NBD1 in
channel activity. We found that ICL1 residues
166–171 are at the center of domain interactions:
laterally within TMD1, vertically with NBD1, together
packing the N-terminal half of CFTR. Our biochemical data is consistent with the recent cryo-EM structures showing that the part of ICL1 we disrupted
interacts with part of the N-terminal lasso motif,
the TMD1-NBD1 linker region, and with elements
in the N-terminal region of NBD1.12 A synthetic
ICL1 peptide upstream of K166 was found to have
highest binding affinity to purified NBD1,63 suggesting that the TMD1-stabilizing effect of the NBD1 a–b
subdomain may be caused mostly by interactions of
this subdomain with the N-terminus of TMD1 rather
than ICL1. Linear peptides lacking essential secondary structure may not fully represent the invivo situation, or the available structures represent
only one of many conformations (and domain interfaces) CFTR may have.
Our conclusion that the lateral packing of N- and
C-termini of TMD1 with ICL1 and the vertical
packing of the NBD1 a–b subdomain with ICL1
and the TMD1 N-terminus are important for CFTR
folding is based on several observations: (i) Many
mutations in these interfaces severely impact ER
export of CFTR; (ii) Mutants responding strongly
to VX-809 are in the cytoplasmic packing interface

TMD1 folding: Joining with NBD1 during
translation
The first ABC-transporter crystal structures
showed that the long helical intracellular loops
17
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of TMD1: P67L (this manuscript)66 and L69H67 in
the N-terminal lasso motif, K166E/Q, S168D, and
R170E/G in ICL1 (this manuscript), and the F374A
and L375A in the TMD1-NBD1 linker region24; (iii)
Structural analysis shows conservation of these lateral and vertical interfaces in most other ABC
transporters.
Despite the importance of these TMD1-NBD1
interfaces for CFTR folding, stability, and VX-809dependent correction, reversing or removing
single charges in this area hardly affected
proteolytic susceptibility that reads out for cotranslational TMD1 folding; the T1a fragment was
always present, and T1aa mostly as well. We
concluded that TMD1 always adopts a similar core
conformation that is not grossly disturbed by
mutations. This is in line with our previous work
showing that the CFTR domains fold mostly cotranslationally and independently.1 Structures and
structural models such as in Figures 1A and 10 confirm that the interaction interfaces of TMD1 and
NBD1 show touching of domains instead of entangling or strand swapping. Data presented here
show that even the most severe mutations located
in either TMD1 (G85E) or NBD1 (F508del) did not
affect the other domain. This also explains why
VX-809, which improves co-translational TMD1
folding, does not have any impact on NBD1 folding
and stability as shown by our proteasesusceptibility data and work by others.38 That VX809 promotes cross-linking of TMD1 to NBD125
confirms our conclusion that the drug strengthens
TMD1-NBD1 domain assembly through improvement of TMD1 folding rather than NBD1 domain
folding.

mutations to be hyper-responders to VX-809. Interestingly, recent modeling efforts by Callebaut and
co-workers suggested that residues ~13–34, just
downstream of Lh2, ‘wraps’ against the a–bsubdomain of NBD1.42,43 This likely explains the
enhanced early protease protection of Leu 49 in
Lh2.
The domain assembly of NBD1 with TMD2
through ICL4 is described to be the most
important interaction to improve F508del-CFTR
folding and stability.21,22 Both the cryo-EM structures and the 3D models show that residues
S168D and S169D in the coupling helix of ICL1
are within 4 
A distance with the ‘378-QEY-3800
stretch from the C-terminal TMD1-NBD1 linker
region, but also with the E474 acidic residue in the
N-terminal a–b subdomain of NBD1. The E474 residue is also within 4 
A range of W1063 and R1066
residues in the coupling helix of ICL4, adjacent to
and even facing ICL1. Bioinformatic analysis of
ABCB and ABCC transporters showed that residue
E474 co-evolved with R1066, stressing the importance of this interaction.74 The final step to local stability then is the connection between the ICL4
R1070 region and the F508 region in NBD1.21,22
TMD1 interacting through both its N-terminus and
ICL1 with the a–b subdomain of NBD1 likely occurs
during translation. NBD1 then folds, assembling its
subdomains, which positions NBD1 for interaction
with ICL4. F508del NBD1 fails to fold and position
the 507–509 region properly to ICL4, probably leading to failed assembly of TMD1 and TMD2. This
positioning of NBD1 for ICL4 binding is in line with
the observation that ICL4 binds much weaker than
ICL1 to purified NBD1 ‘in trans’.63
This chain of events explains how VX-809induced early packing of TMD1 leads to formation
of a template for ICL4 to bind to, leading to
progression of domain assembly in the absence of
folded F508del-NBD1. This allostery in the VX809 effects, as recognized before,75 also explains
the previously suggested stabilization of the
NBD1-ICL4 interface,24,35,38,75,76 the NBD1-ICL1
interface25 and the TMD1-TMD2 interaction.35 All
may well be the consequence of improved TMD1
packing effected by VX-809. This extensive allostery causes the site of VX-809 binding to deviate
from the many sites in CFTR where VX-809 shows
impact.

How VX-809 corrects F508del-CFTR
The F508del-CFTR mutation suffers from
multiple molecular defects that change the cellular
fate of the protein68: (i) structural differences in
F508del mRNA due to the codon change at position
50769,70; (ii) co-translational intra-domain folding
defect in NBD117; (iii) impaired interdomain assembly, especially between NBD1 and TMD2 through
ICL421,22; (iv) increased protein instability14,15 and
turnover at the cell surface.71,72
Both the G550E suppressor17,73 and VX-809
show that the co-translational folding defect in
F508del NBD1 does not need to be rescued to
restore F508del-CFTR trafficking to the cell surface,
implying that improved or restored domain assembly is the alternative to NBD1 rescue. Improved
co-translational and early post-translational TMD1NBD1 packing indeed leads to exit of F508delCFTR from the ER. We here showed that VX-809
improves co-translational TMD1 folding, which
improves TMD1 stability,25 and then strengthens
the interaction of TMD1 with NBD1.25 VX-809 also
promotes cysteine cross-linking between TMD1
(R170C) and NBD1-R-TMD2-NBD2 constructs
expressed ‘in trans’.25 We found R170E and G

How, where and when does VX-809 act: site-ofbinding vs. site-of-action
Despite the many changes induced by VX-809
(improvement of various domain interfaces and
improved export from the ER), our studies showed
that TMD1 was the only domain affected in
isolation and the most likely direct recipient of the
VX-809 effect. Strongly responding mutants, such
as P67L, K166E/Q, S168D, and R170E/G, all
reside in TMD1, which implies that VX-809 fully
restores the effects of these mutants, suggesting
18
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that the binding site is close to this region. In-silico
predictions suggested that the K166 residue is key
in binding VX-809 or its analogs VX-661 and
C18.77 If so, the binding site must contain other residues as well, because our K166 mutants (to E or Q)
showed a strong response rather than the lack of
response expected upon disruption of the drug
binding site. To determine the VX-809 binding site,
we may need to await high-resolution structures of
CFTR complexed with the drug (reviewed in 78).
Our data show that the lack of ER-to-Golgi
trafficking cannot be equated to lack of a response
to the drug. The two-fold rescue of exit from the
ER implies that when a mutant responds, this
response will only be detectable when the original
(so-called residual) activity of the mutant is high
enough to detect the change: 2  1% of wild-type
activity = 2% and still too low to detect, but
2  10% = 20% and detectable. All mutants we
have examined except for a few respond
biochemically in TMD1 to VX-809, with an
increase of T1aa. This would suggest that VX-809
is an effective component of a corrector drug
cocktail for most CF-causing mutants. An
exception is non-responding mutant G85E, which
has defective TM1 insertion and stability,46 precluding rescue by improved packing of these misaligned
TM helices.
Our radiolabeling approaches on nascent chainmimicking constructs show that VX-809 acts
during or soon after CFTR synthesis. Studies on
purified CFTR reconstituted in proteoliposomes
however demonstrated a C18-dependent effect on
CFTR function.79 VX-809 may bind to any form of
CFTR that is not tightly packed, whether in purified
form or transiently in the cell. CFTR needs the
Hsp70/90 chaperone machines for first-time folding
but also for stability at the cell surface, suggesting
that its channel-opening-and-closing cycle may
destabilize CFTR or that a metastable state is crucial for CFTR’s function.80 This makes it likely that
corrector VX-809, while acting predominantly early,
can impact protein stability in vitro and at the cell
surface as well.

from Life technologies. Figure 1 shows data from
HeLa cells, whereas the other figures with live
cells report on data with HEK293 cells. In-vitro
translations use HT1080 or HEK293 cells as
source of ER membrane. We use these human
cell lines interchangeably to ensure generality of
findings and preclude cell-line-specific effects.
Antibodies and reagents
Generation of the polyclonal rabbit antiserum
MrPink against purified hNBD1 was described
before17; as was polyclonal rabbit antibody ECL1,
directed against the cyclic peptide of the extracellular loop 1.39 In Figures 4B; 5B, 6B, C, and 7B its successor was used, polyclonal antibody E1-22,
directed against the same epitope, designed and
prepared by Dr. Priyanka Sahasrabudhe (Cellular
Protein Chemistry, Utrecht, NL). Monoclonal mouse
antibody 2.3–5 against NBD2 was kindly provided
by Dr. Eric Sorscher (University of Atlanta, Emory,
USA). Corrector compounds VX-809 (Vertex Pharmaceuticals or Selleck chemicals), C18 and C4
(CFFT) were dissolved in DMSO and stored at –
80 °C. Proteinase K from Tritirachium album was
purchased from Sigma, polyethylenimine (25 kDa
branched) from Polysciences, and cycloheximide
from Carl Roth.
Expression constructs
Cloning of CFTR mutants F508del, F508delI539T and F508del-G550E in pcDNA3.1 was
described before.17 C-terminal truncations CFTRE395X and CFTR-E838X were constructed before1
and subcloned from the pBS vector to pcDNA3.1
using KpnI and XhoI. CFTR and CFTR mutants
G85E and F508del-CFTR in pCMVNot6.2 were a
kind gift of Dr. Phil Thomas (UT Southwestern Medical Center, USA), as were CFTR mutants P67L,
R74W, G85E, E92K, P205S, A455E, S549R,
S549N, F508del, S1235N and S1251N in pBI
CMV2. The PCR primers that were used to generate all other constructs in this study are listed in
Table S1. C-terminally truncated hCFTR constructs
were generated from pcDNA3.1-CFTR by PCR.
PCR products were cloned into pcDNA3.1 using
KpnI and XhoI. Point mutations were introduced in
pcDNA3.1-CFTR by site-directed mutagenesis,
after which part of the cDNA was subcloned into
the pcDNA3.1-CFTR plasmid to avoid mutations
in the vector backbone. All constructs were
sequence verified. Construct nomenclature: Nterminal truncation DN35 for example starts with
Methionine followed by residues 36 and following.
Alternatively the construct is indicated as 36-x, with
x the most C-terminal residue. C-terminal truncation
D249X for example has a stop codon instead of D at
position 249, and therefore has residue 248 as most
C-terminal residue. In Figures 4B, C and 7B, con-

Materials & methods
Cell culture
HeLa cells (ATCC) were maintained in MEM
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS),
South America origin, 100 mM Non-Essential
Amino Acids and 2 mM Glutamax. HT1080
fibrosarcoma cells were grown in DMEM
supplemented with 8% FBS and 2 mM Glutamax,
and HEK293T cells (ATCC) were maintained in
DMEM containing 10% FBS and 2 mM Glutamax.
Cells were cultured in humidified incubators at
37 °C in 5% CO2. All reagents were purchased
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structs either have or lack N-terminal residues. To
avoid confusion, we annotated in the Figure the Nterminal and C-terminal mutations separately: for
example DN35-D249X then is 36-248. In the
Results text we used the (incomplete) names of
either the N- or the C-terminal truncations, again
to avoid confusion as to which end of the construct
or fragment is being described. As frequent reference is made to the Figure panels, it should be clear
whether N-terminal residues are present or not.

were incubated with different concentrations
Proteinase K (Sigma), as described before.1,17 Limited proteolysis was stopped by 2.5 mM
phenylmethylsulfonyl-fluoride (PMSF) after 15 min
incubation on ice. The reactions were analyzed
directly using 12 or 15% SDS-PAGE or were used
for immunoprecipitation.
Immunoprecipitation and SDS-PAGE

HEK293T cells were seeded on poly-L-Lysine
(Sigma)-coated dishes to improve adherence.
Twenty-four hours before the experiment, ~40%
confluent cells were transfected using the linear
25-kDa polymer polyethylenimine (1 mg/mL, pH
7.0). The DNA/PEI mixtures (ratio 1:3 (w/w),
12.5 lg PEI for a 6 cm dish) were pre-incubated
for 20 min at RT in 150 mM NaCl. Transfected
HeLa or HEK293T cells at 70–80% confluency
were used for pulse-chase analysis performed
essentially as described before.34 In brief, HeLa
cells were starved in MEM (ICN Biomedicals) or
HEK293T cells in DMEM (Invitrogen) without cysteine and methionine for 20 min. Cells were pulselabeled for the indicated times with 143 mCi/dish
EasytagTM 35S Express Protein Labeling Mix (Perkin Elmer). After the pulse, cells were chased for
indicated times in complete medium supplemented
with 5 mM unlabeled methionine and cysteine. Cells
were lysed with 1% (v/v) Triton X-100 in ice-cold
20 mM MES, 100 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH
7.4 (MNT) and lysates were centrifuged for 10 min
at 15,000  g at 4 °C to remove nuclei.

CFTR was immunoprecipitated from the nonproteolyzed non-denaturing detergent lysates
using polyclonal MrPink or monoclonal 2.3–5.
Protease-resistant
CFTR
domain-specific
fragments were immunoprecipitated after limited
proteolysis using ECL1, or MrPink. Hence, the
(proteolyzed) lysates were transferred to Protein-A
Sepharose beads (GE Healthcare) that were preincubated for 10 min with antisera at 4 °C. After 3
h immunoprecipitation for ECL1 and overnight
immunoprecipitation for MrPink the complexes
were washed twice at room temperature for
20 min in the following buffers: ECL1 and 2.3–5 in
10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.6, 300 mM NaCl, 0.05%
SDS and 0.05% TX-100 and MrPink in 10 mM
Tris-HCl pH 8.6, 300 mM NaCl, 0.1% SDS and
0.05% Triton X-100. The washed beads were
resuspended in 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 6.8, 1 mM
EDTA before sample buffer was added to a final
concentration of 200 mM Tris-HCl pH 6.8, 3%
SDS, 10% glycerol, 0.004% bromophenol blue,
1 mM EDTA and 25 mM DTT. Samples were
heated for 5 min at 55 °C before loading on SDSPA gel (7.5–8% for full-length CFTR, 12–15% for
CFTR fragments). Gels were dried and exposed
to film (Kodak Biomax MR) or using a
Phosphorimager (GE Healthcare Life Sciences).

In-vitro translations

Quantification

DNA was transcribed using T7 RNA polymerase
according to manufacturer instructions (Promega).
In-vitro translations were done essentially as
described using semi-intact HT1080 or HEK293T
cells as a source for ER membranes.81 In brief,
the cytosol of the semi-intact cells was replaced
by rabbit reticulocyte lysate (Flexi Rabbit Reticulocyte Lysate System, Promega) and mRNA was
translated for 1 h at 30 °C in presence of 10 mCi/
mL EasytagTM 35S Express Protein Labeling Mix
(Perkin Elmer). The mixtures were centrifuged for
2 min at 10,000  g at 4 °C after inhibiting protein
synthesis with 1 mM cycloheximide and translocated CFTR was retrieved from the pellet fraction,
which was lysed in 1% Triton-X100 in KHM
(110 mM KOAc, 20 mM HEPES, 2 mM Mg(OAc)2
pH 7.2).

Lane profiles were determined using a
Phosphorimager (GE Healthcare Life Sciences)
and the ImageQuant software (Molecular
Dynamics). Radioactive band intensities were
quantified with the same software, or from
unsaturated exposed films using a densitometer
(Bio-Rad Laboratories) and Quantity One software
(Bio-Rad Laboratories).

Transient expression and pulse-chase
analysis

Structural analysis
Images of protein structures and models were
created using UCSF Chimera.82
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